Informatica Cloud Training

Course Summary

Description

Introduction to Informatica Cloud Services is intended for business users who wish to integrate data across cloud-based applications and on-premise systems and databases. This class addresses specific business processes (customer/product master synchronization, opportunity to order, etc.) and point-to-point data integration (e.g. Salesforce.com to on-premise end-points), as well as best practices for cloud-based data integration.

Audience

This course is designed for Business Users and Developers

Topics

- Informatica Cloud Level 1
- Informatica Cloud Level 2
- Informatica Cloud Services:
  - Course Structure and Usage
  - Hands-on experience

Duration

One Day
Informatica Cloud Training

Course Outline

I. **Informatica Cloud Level 1**
   Our certified trainers provide a 1-day introduction to Informatica Cloud Services intended for business users who wish to integrate data across cloud-based applications and on-premise systems and databases. This class addresses specific business processes (customer/product master synchronization, opportunity to order, etc.) and point-to-point data integration (e.g. Salesforce.com to on-premise end-points), as well as best practices for cloud-based data integration.

II. **Informatica Cloud Level 2**
    Our certified trainers provide a 1-day Informatica Cloud Level 2 course is intended for Developers who wish to integrate data across cloud-based applications. This class allows you to build complex transformations and integrations.

III. **Informatica Cloud Services:**
    This instructor-led course introduces students to Informatica Cloud Services through lecture and hands-on exercises.
    The course is intended for business users who wish to integrate data across cloud-based applications and on-premise systems and databases.
    This class addresses specific business processes (customer/product master synchronization, opportunity to order, etc.) and point-to-point data integration (e.g. Salesforce.com to on-premise end-points), as well as best practices for cloud-based data integration.

IV. **Course Structure and Usage**
    This course is divided into sections. Each section will introduce the various capabilities and features of Informatica Cloud.

V. **Hands-on experience**
    Lab activities in this course are designed to give you direct practice with the Informatica Cloud.

Due to the nature of this material, this document refers to numerous hardware and software products by their trade names. References to other companies and their products are for informational purposes only, and all trademarks are the properties of their respective companies. It is not the intent of ProTech Professional Technical Services, Inc. to use any of these names generically.